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Consumer Decision Making Process 2019
Guidelines that will help your business understand better your customer’s decisions and influence
them towards your brand.

Results Driven.
raindance® is a results driven company. Results
that are driven by talent. Our talented team, helps
startups and small companies scale, and established
companies move even faster.
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Marketing in Modern Age
Marketing has always had one goal, it’s purpose is to reach consumers at the moments your brand can most
influence their decisions.
Touch points are when consumers are open to influence. In the past these touch points were dominated by
print, radio, t.v. and direct mail.
For years, touch points have been understood through the metaphor of a “funnel”—consumers start with a
number of potential brands in mind (the wide end of the funnel), marketing is then directed at them as they
reduce that number and move through the funnel, and at the end they emerge with the one brand they chose
to purchase.
The traditional funnel metaphor, consumers start with a set of potential brands and based on certain criterias
they reduce their options to make a purchase or hire a service.
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The Circular Funnel - raindance™ Approach
Today, the traditional funnel concept fails to capture all the touch points and key buying factors resulting from
the explosion of product choices and digital channels. With the world at their fingertips, all consumers are
well-informed. A more sophisticated approach utilizing digital channels is required to help marketers navigate
this environment effectively. This modern “funnel” is less linear and more circular. The management company,
McKinsey & Co. calls the buying process - the consumer decision journey.
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The consumer considers an initial set of
brands, based on brand perceptions and
expousure to recent touch points.
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How is your brand positioned for that Trigger
moment when a need for your product or
services comes up?
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Consumers add or substract brands as they
evaluate what they want. In this stage, consumers
will gather inforamtion, and begin shoppng for
possible options.
When consumers evaluate brands today they
actively look for what others may say about your
product.
- Do you actively monitor your reputation online?
- Do you know what people are saying about your
brand?

Ultimately, the consumer selects a brand at
the moment of purchase.
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What steps are you taking to influence a
purchase?
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After purchasing a product or service the customer
builds expectations based on experience to inform
the next decision journey.
How do you gauge the experience a consumer has
with your brand?
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Don’t Stop HERE! Let’s us help you grow!
Learn how one of our rainmaker campaigns can position your brand for that Trigger Moment. Our
campaigns drive brand awareness and influence consideration in your business bringing you leads and
creating sales opportunities. Together we will get your business growing!

Schedule your consultation, and
become an expert in digital marketing.
Let’s Get Started

